In this article we report the results of detailed interacting boson model calculations with configuration mixing for the neutron-deficient Pb isotopes. Calculated energy levels and B(E2) values for 188−196 Pb are discussed and some care is suggested concerning the current classification on the basis of level systematics of the 4 + 1 and 6 + 1 states in 190−194 Pb. Furthermore, quadrupole deformations are extracted for 186−196 Pb and the mixing between the different families (0p-0h, 2p-2h, and 4p-4h) is discussed in detail. Finally, the experimental and the theoretical level systematics are compared.
I. INTRODUCTION
The neutron-deficient Pb isotopes provide a unique region to unravel how the interactions between a large number of valence neutron holes in the N =82-126 shell and the multiparticle multihole proton excitations across the Z=82 closed shell give rise to a multitude of nuclear phenomena [1, 2, 3, 4] . Whereas shell-model excitations dominate the low-energy spectrum near the doubly closed-shell nucleus 208 Pb, collective modes of motion govern the properties of the nuclei in the vicinity of the neutron midshell. From a microscopic point of view, the experimentally observed dramatic lowering of two collective bands with decreasing neutron number is associated with the occurrence of 2p-2h and 4p-4h excitations across the closed Z=82 proton shell [5] . These np-nh excitations descend in energy mainly due to the pairing and the proton-neutron (p-n) quadrupole interaction [6] . Near the neutron midshell nucleus 186 Pb (N = 104), this effect is most pronounced due to the large number of valence neutron holes such that the states resulting from the 0p-0h, the 2p-2h, and the 4p-4h excitations occur within a small energy range. Hence, considerable mixing effects between the states belonging to different np-nh excitation families may result. In the vicinity of 186 Pb, the effects of mixing are largest and they gradually decrease when moving away from the neutron midshell. The efforts of several research groups have made detailed experimental data such as energy spectra, electromagnetic decay properties and isotopic shifts available (see Refs. [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] for the most recent articles and Ref. [3] and references therein for a review article) . The latter two observables are highly sensitive to the admixture of the different families of np-nh excitations and provide reliable tools to test the validity of theoretical approaches in addition to the description of the energy spectrum.
Several theoretical approaches are at one's disposal to study the Pb region. Early mean-field calculations understood the energy spectra of the Pb isotopes as resulting from the presence of spherical, prolate, and oblate minima in the energy surface [14, 15, 16, 17] . Nowadays, beyond mean-field calculations which incorporate configuration mixing of angular momentum projected and particle-number projected self-consistent mean-field states provide a good description of various properties of the Pb isotopes [18, 19] .
A complementary approach is provided by an extended form of the interacting boson model (IBM) [20, 21] . Whereas a shell-model calculation incorporating all necessary correlations for the neutron-deficient Pb isotopes is currently out of computational reach, the model space with multiparticle multihole excitations becomes tractable within the IBM truncation [22, 23] . The present article provides detailed results of calculations within the framework of the IBM with configuration mixing for the 186−196 Pb isotopes, including results for the calculated energy levels, B(E2) values and quadrupole deformations. These results complement previously published calculations on the midshell nucleus 186 Pb [8] and on the calculated isotopic shifts in the neutron-deficient Pb isotopes [7] . The present results for 188 Pb in particular provide an update and extension of the results in Ref. [24] .
II. THE FORMALISM
The IBM with configuration mixing allows the simultaneous treatment and mixing of several boson configurations that correspond to different particle-hole (p-h) shell-model excitations [22, 23] . On the basis of intruder spin symmetry [25, 26] , no distinction is made between particle and hole bosons. Hence, the shell-model space that includes 0p-0h, 2p-2h, and 4p-4h shell-model excitations corresponds to a [N ] ⊕ [N + 2] ⊕ [N + 4] boson space. Consequently, the Hamiltonian for three configu-ration mixing can be written aŝ 
is the consistent-Q Hamiltonian [27] with i = N, N + 2, N + 4,n d the d boson number operator, and
the quadrupole operator. The parameters ∆ N +2 and ∆ N +4 can be associated with the energies needed to excite, respectively, two or four particles across a shell gap, corrected for the pairing interaction and a monopole effect [6] . In general, the value of ∆ N +4 is taken 2∆ N +2 [29] . The operatorsV
describe the mixing between, respectively, the N and the N + 2 configuration and the N + 2 and N + 4 configuration. They are defined aŝ
where i = N, N + 2. Conventionally, the Hamiltonian matrix is calculated in the U (5) basis for diagonalization. This is the basis associated with the vibrational symmetry limit of the interacting boson model [20] . respectively, results in the unperturbed energies and the interaction matrix elements that couple these unperturbed states. In other words, in the intermediate basis we obtain the energy levels (and bands) in the 0p-0h, 2p-2h, and 4p-4h subspaces in the absence of configuration mixing. The matrix elements ofV N,N +2 mix and V N +2,N +4 mix expressed in the intermediate basis give the mixing strengths between these unperturbed states. We refer the reader to Ref. [24] for a more detailed discussion.
The E2 transition operator for three-configuration mixing is defined aŝ
where the e i (i = N, N + 2, N + 4) are the effective boson charges (3) . Starting from the schematic fit performed by Fossion et al. [28] , we slightly adjusted certain parameters [28] . were refined to describe the recently measured B(E2) values in 186,188 Pb [9] as well as possible. These B(E2) values provide a good tool to fix the mixing parameters because they are sensitive to the precise structure of the wave functions which in turn is sensitive to the mixing. All these parameters are taken constant for 186−196 Pb. For the parameter ∆ N +2 , we introduced a slight variation to obtain a better description of the slope of the energy levels throughout the isotopic chain. All parameters are summarized in Table I and II. This set of parameters was already used for the calculations on 186 Pb [8] and for the calculation of the isotopic shifts [7] .
In the subsequent section, we present the results of our calculations and confront them with the available experimental data. In 186,188 Pb, recent experiments [8, 9, 11] have provided extensive data on excitation spectra and the electromagnetic properties, rendering a thorough test for theoretical approaches. For the heavier 190−196 Pb isotopes, we compare the results of the calculations to the experimental level schemes. In general, the low-lying excited states for these isotopes were organized and interpreted on the basis of level systematics. It will be shown that the classification of these low-lying states should be handled with care.
In the following, the theoretical bands are defined by following the E2 decay starting from the high-spin states using the criterion that in-band B(E2) values must be larger than the corresponding interband B(E2) values. 
The experimental ratios were extracted from the branching ratios reported in [11] . 
III. RESULTS
For a detailed study of the calculated energy levels in 186 Pb and discussion, we refer the reader to Ref. [8] . We briefly summarize here that the energy levels and the B(E2) values, obtained in recoil distance Doppler-shift lifetime measurements [9] , are well described by our calculations. Moreover, the characteristic experimentally observed pattern of strong J → J interband E2 transition rates compared to relatively weak J → J − 2 interband E2 transition rates [8] is reproduced. Complementary results such as electric quadrupole moments and mixing strengths for 186 Pb are included later in this discussion.
The experimental level scheme [9, 11] and the calculated energy levels for 188 Pb are presented in Fig. 1 . The calculated regular 2 + state, which is not shown, occurs at an excitation energy of 1061 keV. The experimental energies in Band I and II and the B(E2) values, obtained from lifetime measurements [9] , are rather well reproduced by our calculations. Band I has a predominant 4p-4h character whereas Band II is mainly 2p-2h. The interband transitions from the theoretical Band II to Band I exhibit the same pattern as in 186 Pb where the interband J → J E2 transition rates are considerably larger than the interband J → J − 2 E2 transition rates [8] . Table III presents the experimental B(E2) ratios extracted from the branching ratios given in Dracoulis et al. [11] as well as the corresponding calculated values. From this table, we see that the calculated ratios reproduce the pattern of experimentally deduced ratios. The present results provide an update and extension to previous studies of this isotope [24, 28] to meet the recent experimental results on the B(E2) values [9] . Figure 2 states were associated with spherical states on the basis of level systematics [3, 30, 37] .
In the IBM calculation, Band I is of mainly 2p-2h character and is strongly mixed with Band II which mainly has a 4p-4h character. The energies of Band II are in reasonable agreement with those of the experimental band assigned as a prolate band [30] . Likewise, the calculated 2 + 1 and the 0 + 2 state are in good agreement with the corresponding experimental levels.
In our IBM calculation, the regular configuration is described with the Hamiltonian of the U (5) symmetry limit. This implies that the regular 2 + IBM state is described by N-1 s bosons and one d boson (J=2). Higher-lying excited states result from angular momentum coupling of additional d bosons and s bosons. Because the regular excitation mode is understood as resulting from neutron pair breaking mainly, the IBM description for the regular states is only valid up to the 2 + state. Hence, it is important to verify to what extent the higher-lying unphysical U (5) states mix with the 2p-2h and 4p-4h states. From Table IV in Appendix A, which contains the weights of the wave functions in each configuration subspace, we notice that the U (5) states with J > 2 mix little with the states in Band I and Band II in 190 Pb. From inspection of Fig. 2(a) Fig. 3(a) ]. The calculated Band I still has a dominant 2p-2h structure. On the contrary, the picture for the higher-lying calculated states displayed on the rightmost side in Fig. 3(a) is less clear. The low-spin states of the lowest band built on the 4p-4h proton excitation are very mixed up with the low-spin states of the second band built on the 2p-2h proton excitation, which is reflected in Table IV (given in Appendix A). As our main interest goes out to Band I, we do not display all connecting transitions starting from these higher-lying states (see Ref. [38] for all connecting transitions). The 4 + 1 state in Band I is 22% mixed with the 4 + state of the U (5) limit, which was chosen to describe the regular configuration The isotope 196 Pb [ Fig. 3(b) ] is of key importance for our calculations. In this isotope, an even-spin side band exhibiting the characteristics of a collective band has been measured and is understood as a 2p-2h intruder band [10, 31, 35] . Similar to the previously discussed isotopes, Band I is a mainly 2p-2h band and Band II is a mainly 4p-4h band. The calculated energies of Band I are in good agreement with the experimental energies of the even-spin side band. Moreover, the calculated B(E2) value from the 4 We proceed with a discussion on the quadrupole moments for 186−196 Pb. The spectroscopic quadrupole moment can be calculated as
where (J, k) denotes the k th state with total angular momentum J. It is convenient to relate this spectroscopic quadrupole moment to the quadrupole moment in the intrinsic frame of the nucleus to extract the quadrupole deformation β 0 of the nucleus. The IBM, however, is formulated within the laboratory frame. Hence, we should compare the calculated spectroscopic quadrupole moment with the rigid rotor model to extract information in the intrinsic frame [39] . In the following, we assume the lowest 2p-2h and 4p-4h bands to be K = 0 bands. Then, the intrinsic quadrupole moment Q (i) K=0 (J, k) and the quadrupole deformation β 0 can be extracted using the expressions
where Z denotes the number of protons and R 0 = 1.2A 1/3 fm is the nuclear radius. The results in the intrinsic frame are presented in Fig. 4 . For the unperturbed 2p-2h and 4p-4h bands, we find an oblate and prolate deformation, respectively. This result is consistent with results of beyond mean-field calculations [18, 19] . The magnitude of the deformation of both the 2p-2h and the 4p-4h band decreases with increasing neutron number. Within the unperturbed bands, β 0 stays approximately constant as a function of J whereas large mixing effects can occur in the mixed bands. More specifically, the quadrupole deformations for the mixed bands cross at low J in 188 Pb and 190 Pb. This can be understood from the definition of the theoretical bands (which were constructed by following the E2 decay) and the large mixing effects in the low J states of these nuclei. For the other isotopes, mixing effects are less dominant and the deviation between the deformation of the mixed and unmixed bands becomes smaller. . Expressed in the intermediate bases, they give the interaction strength between the unperturbed energy levels and can be compared with phenomenological band-mixing calculations [11, 30, 40, 41, 42] 1 to the reduced matrix elements of the corresponding E2 transitions in the unperturbed bands.
where A is the matrix that diagonalizes the Hamiltonian (1) 
is an in-band transition in 186−192 Pb. Thus, R(N +2) gives the contribution in terms of percentage of the reduced matrix element of the J i (1) → J f (1) E2 transition in the lowest unperturbed 2p-2h band to the reduced matrix element of the J i (i) → J f (f ) E2 transition in the fully correlated system. Similarly, R(N + 4) gives the contribution in terms of percentage of the reduced matrix element of the J i (1) → J f (1) E2 transition in the lowest unperturbed 4p-4h band. These ratios provide precise information on exactly which unperturbed states are mixed. We refer the reader to Ref. [24] for a more detailed discussion.
For
194−196 Pb, transitions within the mixed 2p-2h band [Band I in Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) ] originate for more than 90% from the corresponding transition in the lowest [1] in J i (i) and J f (f ), the i and f between brackets are the ranknumbers of respectively the initial state J i and the final state J f unperturbed 2p-2h band. The transitions in the mixed 4p-4h states in these two isotopes contain important contributions from the second excited 2p-2h band. The ratios R(i) (i = N + 2, N + 4) for the mixed 2p-2h (right panels) and the mixed 4p-4h bands (left panels) in 186−192 Pb are displayed in Fig. 6 . It follows that, in general, for the in-band E2 transitions in 186 Pb and 192 Pb the main contribution is coming from the E2 transition in the corresponding unperturbed band. In 190 Pb, all states are very mixed, whereas in 186−188 Pb, mainly the low-spin states are considerably more mixed. In particular, for the mixed 2p-2h bands in 186−188 Pb [right panels of Figs. 6(a) and 6(b)] the contribution originating from the transition in the unperturbed 4p-4h band exceeds the contribution of the transition in the unperturbed 2p-2h band for the low-spin states. This is due to large mixing and the larger quadrupole deformation of the 4p-4h band. This strong mixing is also reflected in the behavior of the quadrupole deformations (see Fig. 4 ). Summarizing, we present the experimental and the theoretically calculated level systematics for the 186−196 Pb isotopes in Fig. 7 . In Fig. 7(a) , the classification of the experimental states on the basis of level systematics [3, 30, 37, 43] is shown. The states in black are interpreted as 0p-0h states and the states in blue (green) were classified as 2p-2h (4p-4h) states. The 8 + states displayed in gray are associated with oblate or spherical states [3, 30, 37, 43] . Except for the 4 + and 6 + states connected with a dotted line, the systematics as proposed in [3, 30, 37, 43] were followed. For those 4 + and 6
+ states in 190−194 Pb that were previously assigned as spherical states, an alternative classification as states of 2p-2h character is proposed. In Fig. 7(b) , the states in black are mainly 0p-0h states whereas the states in blue (green) belong to the mainly 2p-2h (4p-4h) bands that were defined following the E2 decay starting from highspin states. The dashed lines indicate states that are very mixed. Although they belong to the mainly 2p-2h (4p-4h) bands defined by the E2 decay from higher-spin states, the weight of the corresponding wave function can be slightly higher in a different subspace (see Table IV in Appendix A). Hence, one should be prudent when classifying these highly mixed states as they can be organized following the E2 decay from high-spin states or according to the weight of the wave function in each subspace [N ] 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In the present article, we have further explored the interacting boson model with configuration mixing for the neutron deficient Pb nuclei with 186≤A≤196. Proceeding from the more schematic calculations carried out by Fossion et al. [28] , we have used adjusted parameters in the mixing Hamiltonian and have introduced a slight variation in the value of ∆ N +2 . With this parametrization, a successful description of the low-lying energy spectra, the in-band B(E2) values and the interband B(E2) ratios was achieved for the well-documented 186,188 Pb isotopes. For an extensive discussion on the experimental data and the theoretical results on the midshell nucleus 186 Pb, we refer the reader to Pakarinen et al. [8] . The same parametrization was already used for the description of the isotopic shifts in 186−196 Pb [7] . For the 186,188 Pb isotopes, two low-lying collective bands have been measured up to high-spin states and + states shown in gray are associated with spherical or oblate states [3, 30, 37, 43] . All states are shown relatively to the ground state. Experimental data were taken from Refs. [3, 8, 10, 11, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 37] and references therein.
were associated with 2p-2h and 4p-4h proton excitations across the closed Z=82 proton shell [8, 11] . If one proceeds further away from midshell, less experimental evidence for well-developed collective bands is available. The available data display at most only one collective band and/or the onset of a collective band, which renders the interpretation of these states more difficult. On the basis of systematics [3, 37, 43] It is shown that within the assumption of a K = 0 band structure for the lowest-lying bands in these nuclei, the unperturbed 2p-2h bands correspond to an oblate deformation whereas the unperturbed 4p-4h bands exhibit a prolate deformation. These results are consistent with the results of recent mean-field calculations [18, 19] that display a prolate and and oblate minimum in the energy surface in addition to the spherical energy minimum. Our present calculations also show that mixing between the regular, 2p-2h and 4p-4h unperturbed configurations lowers the magnitude of the deformation. In the case of 190 Pb, where the mixing is largest, this effect is most clearly visible.
Finally, we compared the experimental level systematics based on those presented in Refs. [3, 37, 43] with the members of the calculated low-lying bands for 186−196 Pb. When confronting the theoretical to the experimental systematics, one should keep in mind that the theoretical states are classified according to the bands they belong to. These were defined following the E2 decay starting from the high-spin states. From an experimental point of view however, the states in 190−196 Pb are mostly organized according to their assumed np-nh character, based on the argument of level systematics. This classification becomes ambiguous when the states are very mixed or when little experimental data are available. Detailed in-beam spectroscopic data completed with lifetime measurements are therefore essential for a meaningful comparison between the experimental data and the theoretical results.
As a final remark, we point out that the IBM truncation provides a good description of the collective bands arising from 2p-2h and 4p-4h proton excitations across the Z=82 closed shell but is limited in the description of the spherical states that result from neutron pair breaking mainly. The spherical 4 + , 6 + , ... cannot be described adequately within the IBM with s and d bosons. Therefore, a truncated shell-model calculation that takes into account the open 82≤N≤126 neutron shell as well as a limited number of np-nh proton excitations across the Z=82 closed shell is needed as a next step in the description of the rich structure of the neutron-deficient Pb isotopes from the neutron midshell region up to the doubly closed-shell nucleus 208 Pb. 
